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The List for the Sexy, Smart and Fun
A list of 464 media snacks
Emm Verheyden
-464 must-reads, must-sees and musthaves for the hipsters, all drawn from
www.thelistmag.com
-This smart and snappy book is the printinterpretation of 'The List'
-www.thelistmag.com
a
website
dedicated to sourcing and sharing weekly
nuggets of interest that touch on every
topic imaginable
In a world where information is available at
our fingertips, indecision can be paralyzing.
Looking for ideas on designer gifts, places
to visit, books to read? Or do you simply
want to be entertained? thelistmag.com is
a hive of postmodern activity, collecting
the best of the best from all corners of our
world, and they will have something for
you. The List book takes the site's concepts
and reimagines them in a traditional
medium.
Brimming
with
glossy
photography, blog snippets, interviews and articles,
The List is a constant whiplash of inspiration, discussing and dissecting the trends of the day.
In touch, down to earth, and with an eye for the modern-day hipster, this book offers
inspiration and information in equal measure.
Born to a family of antiques dealers, Emm Verheyden has cultivated his passion for
aesthetics, beautiful objects and trade since his childhood. He used this passion to establish
Pulp, the Belgian counterpart of Face and i-D. With The List he develops a brand that
explores the potential of print, television, advertisement and technology, while maintaining
a key focus on entertainment.

The List for the Sexy, Smart & Fun
240 x 170 mm | 336 pages | hard cover
English edition
ISBN: 9789401429153 | Price: € 29.99
November 2015
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T: 0032-51424211 | F: 0032-51401152
www.lannoo.com |contact: gunther.spriet@lannoo.be
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Do Disturb
Encounters with modern day nomads
Desiré van den Berg
-Made in collaboration with citizenM, one
of the most talked about hotel chains of
the moment with hotels in New York,
Amsterdam, Rotterdam, Paris, Glasgow and
New York, and with Mendo, the hippest
bookstore in Amsterdam and far beyond
-A good mix of photos, quotes and short
texts
None of the people in the book are 'cast'.
They are 'real' and that makes the book so
special. "Who are you and where do you
come from? What is the purpose of your
visit and what do you always take with you
when travelling?" These same questions
were asked to travelers in Amsterdam,
London, Paris and New York. The result is a
collection of open and surprising portraits
of modern day nomads. Meet a Belgian
mother and her son, a pole dancing
business woman, a Saudi travelling for the
first time, a DJ and many, many more.
"When God wants you to grow, he makes you uncomfortable"- Stephanie (b.1988, Jakarta),
in London for a Hermès business trip.
"I travel a lot because of my job, so I've become a gypsy really. I could live pretty much
everywhere on this planet" – Dilyara (b.1988, Moscow), in Amsterdam to have some quality
time with her boyfriend.
Desiré van den Berg works as a photographer specialising in subcultures and nightlife. She
wants to experience life, holding a camera. She is at her best working under pressure, in
unknown places.

Do Disturb
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English edition
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Formidable Florists
Isabel Gilbert Palmer
- Presents the creations of the 25
most influential florists in the world
-Exclusive interviews with Azuma
Makato, Shane Connolly, Keita
Kawasaki, Jeff Leatham, Sergy
Karpuvin and many others
Isabel Gilbert Palmer has been
passionate about flowers for years.
For this book she has travelled
around the world to listen to the
stories of the grandmasters of floral
art. These artists create poetry with
flowers. With a minimum of means
taken from nature they are able to
evoke, seduce and astonish. This
book offers a look behind the scenes
of the creation of their works, their
sources of inspiration and the most
special floral decorations, creating a
new world; a world where
craftsmanship and beauty go hand in
hand.
Isabel Gilbert Palmer is a freelance journalist for magazines such as Garden Design (USA),
Flower Magazine (USA), Fleur Créatif. In 2010 she established Flora & Company, organizing
workshops with international floral artists and designers.

Formidable Florists
280 x 230 mm | 240 pages | hard cover
English edition
ISBN: 9789401425414| Price: €49.99
September 2015
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New Places To Be
100 Best Hotspots for Food, Drinks, Sleep & Nightlife
Nicolas Block & Deborah Dekrem of King George
-100 Belgian hotspots that excel in service,
interior and concept
-Independent selection, beautifully designed
What are the newest and hippest venues in
Belgium to eat, drink and sleep? This book
collects the addresses that have been chosen
carefully
by
the
redaction
of
www.newplacestobe.com and shares them
with the reader to discover the hidden gems,
off the beaten track. As opposed to many
restaurant websites, newplacestobe.com
provides a strict selection of places that
match their objective standards.

Nicolas Block and Deborah Dekrem, of the creative agency King George, have hosted the
website www.newplacestobe.com for over 3 years. Nicolas Block has been a lifestyle
journalist for Knack Weekend and chief editor of the hospitality magazine Venuez. Deborah
Dekrem is a dedicated foodie.

New Places To Be
200 x 130 mm | 240 pages | hard cover
2-language edition: English, Dutch
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Bruges City Guide 2016
Sophie Allegaert
-The one and only official Bruges city guide,
compiled and published with the cooperation
of the Bruges Tourist Board
-Features over 200 colour photographs of the
beautiful city along with a foldout street map
-Includes fantastic tips from the locals
-A major mini-break destination for UK visitors
Bruges City Guide 2016 is THE most
comprehensive guide to visiting the 'Venice of
the north'; this guide contains up-to-date
information (opening hours etc.) on ALL places
of interest, museums and attractions, and will
be revised every year.
The convenient address guide will help you find
the best shops, hotels, bed and breakfasts,
cafés and restaurants, while the fold out street
map will help you get to your destination. This
definitive little guide includes three
atmospheric walks, as well as cycling routes, through the city, helping you discover the
incredibly diverse museums, from the Groeninge Museum, featuring fine art from the 15th
to the 21st century, to the Hospital Museum - two medieval hospital buildings in the centre
of Bruges, enjoying a new lease of life as art galleries; monuments, such as The Belfry, with
its carillon that has rung every quarter hour for over 700 years; well-known locations, such
as the historic city centre - A UNESCO World Heritage Site; and picturesque, hidden
alleyways. It also includes tips from locals, letting you in on the secrets that only those native
to Bruges would know, and features information on cultural events.
Bruges City Guide 2016 illustrates how this historic city, with its cherished architecture and
artistic treasures - and its breweries and 50 or so chocolate boutiques - really does have
something for everybody, whether you're planning a daytrip or a weekend getaway.
Sophie Allegaert loves to write and travel. She lives in Bruges and enjoys her hometown as
much as the exotic locations she has already visited.
Also available
French edition ISBN 9789401429887
German edition ISBN 9789401429894
Spanish edition ISBN 9789401429900
Italian edition ISBN 9789401429917

Bruges. City Guide 2016
190 x 120 mm | 160 pages | paperback
English edition
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Best of Brussels
Eric Danhier
-A wonderful souvenir; this book
presents the most beautiful
highlights of Brussels
Best of Brussels brings together
the treasures and tourist
highlights of Brussels in a
beautiful coffee table book. An
outstanding souvenir for every
visitor of Brussels!
For many years, photographer
Eric Danhier explored the bestknown and lesser-known places
in the city, and has collected his
very best pictures in this book:
the most prestigious monuments
(e.g. the historic centre of the
city), the Grand Place, the
European District, the art
nouveau houses, but also the
more picturesque districts and
streets, the green places and the
most important part of the Capital of Europe.
Eric Danhier has written numerous reports on Brussels, mostly on the authority of Visit
Brussels.
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270 x 230 mm | 128 pages | paperback
3-language edition: English, French, Dutch
ISBN: 9782873869366 | Price: € 24.95
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We Are Tomorrow

-A magical journey through 10 years of ‘Tomorrowland’ by means of photographs,
anecdotes, secret codes, gadgets and exclusive interviews. This wonderful book full of
experiences will grant you a unique look at the festival and its visitors.
-Tomorrowland is a large electronic music festival held in Belgium. Last edition hosted
360,000 international guests. Thanks to its enormous success, – tickets are always sold out in
a couple of hours – they are also organising TomorrowWorld in the United States
(Chattahoochee Hills, Atlanta – second edition September 2014) and Tomorrowland Brazil
(Sao Paulo – first edition May 2015). Tomorrowland is hot and happening. Even in the most
remote corners of the world the festival is known for its unique music scene. Experience the
pumping beats , the mythical atmosphere, the fairy-like magic and get to know the energetic
people with their amazing stories from all over the world who turn this festival into a roaring
success.
Discover the magic of Tomorrowland
“This is the closest you get to heaven.”
– ARMIN VAN BUUREN
“We write this magical story all together.”
– DIMITRI VEGAS & LIKE MIKE
“Happiness by any means necessary.”
– STEVE AOKI
“Like walking into a fairytale.”
– TIËSTO

260 x 210 mm | 240 pages + extra features| hard cover
English edition
ISBN: 9789401418133 | Price: € 39.99
November 2014
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Must Eat New York City
Luc Hoornaert, photography by Kris Vlegels

-Secret tips from the "restaurant whisperer"
-Must try adresses for every foodie. An original guide every New Yorker should have. Explore the
best restaurants of New York by specialty and authenticity
-Restaurant guides exist in different shapes and sizes, but this is the first guide that focuses on
the "must eat" of a restaurant. Where do you go when you want the best pizza Margarita of New
York, who serves the best sizzling burger, which chef is the Ceasar's salad specialist of The Big
Apple, where do you eat a delicious pastrami,...? "Must Eat" offers an obstinate selection of
restaurants, picked because of their specialty. With not only your typical, well-known classic
places to go but mainly an authentic selection of hidden gems, this guide will even open new
worlds for the New Yorker and have him discover a gastronomic city within the city, a foodies
heaven. Get to know the chef behind the dish and his love for the produce. With beautiful
photography by Kris Vlegels
Luc Hoornaert is active in the gastronomic world for over 25 years, supplying rare and high
quality Japanese products to international chefs. Long stays abroad have sharpened his senses
and his constant search and curiosity for good and tasty food have brought him to places he now
finally shares with the public

250 x 180 mm | 240 pages | paperback
English edition
ISBN: 9789401419147 | Price: € 19.99
September 2014
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The Modern Cruiseship
Iwein Maassen

-A top 20 of the best cruise ships in the world by means of exclusive photographs.
-Discover the special features of a luxurious cruise ship. Including an overview of the most
famous ships. With breathtaking photographs by Iwein Maassen.
-Cruise ships have always been very intriguing. Nowadays those enormous ships have
become floating cities on our world’s oceans thanks to ingenious engineering. They are
luxurious hotels with a capacity of a thousand people per boat. In this book, you will get a
top 20 of the best cruise ships in the world including their general data, the history of the
ship and the unique luxury features by means of exclusive photographs. With information on
some interesting ports and a list of nautical terminology and practical information at the end
of the book.
Iwein Maassen is a cruise expert and photographer. He previously published The
Contemporary Cruise for Thames & Hudson (2007), which was also translated in French,
German and Danish.
280 x 230 mm | 240 pages | hard cover
English edition
ISBN: 9789401411493| Price: € 39.99
May 2014
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Remote
Debbie Pappyn
photography David De Vleeschauwer

-The new type of travelling.
-Debbie and David publish items in the world’s leading journals such as Monocle, Condé Nast
and De Morgen Magazine.
-Exclusive material and unique locations.
-Travelling duo Debbie Pappyn and David De Vleeschauwer went around the world in search
of the most remote hotels and residences. An unforgettable journey by means of unique and
exclusive images.
-Nowadays, people are looking for peace and relaxation. Places where their mobile phone
does not constantly ring and their PC does not longer receive emails: Digital Detox. The
author and photographer have selected more than 20 hotels and lodges in remote places,
where you can completely unwind in the most breathtaking nature of Europe, America, Asia
and Africa.
205 x 270 mm | 240 pages | bound
English edition | +220 colour illustrations
ISBN: 9789401409940 | Price: € 39.99
May 2014
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New York Street Food

-Discover the most exciting street food locations in the Big Apple
-Enjoy the mixture of international flavours with an American touch
-New York has a history of immigration that results in one of the most dynamic street food
scenes in the world. Those who believe food in New York should cost a pretty penny and can
only be found in beautifully styled restaurants probably haven’t been further than
downtown Manhattan. This book takes you to the far flung culinary corners of the 5
boroughs. From sensory-rousing South American snacks in Jackson Heights to homemade
noodle dishes in Brooklyn, and from Gourmet food trucks in Midtown Manhattan to simple
food stalls in Red Hoek.
-It introduces you to a different culinary New York in all its facets. Culinary adventurer, Tom
Vandenberghe and food photographer, Luk Thys will seduce you once more. With the help
of Jacqueline Goossens, who has resided in New York for more than 30 years, they give you
50 recipes from the most delightful places of the New York street food scene.
-Tom Vandenberghe is a passionate traveller, he visited South-Asia several times and even
lived there for a while. He is an expert in Thai food an regularly organizes workshops. His
former book Bangkok street food has won the prize ‘Best of the World 2011’ of the
Gourmand World Cookbook Awards.
-Luk Thys is a well-known photographer, who has already illustrated a great deal of cookery
books for Lannoo.
Also available:
Bangkok Street Food
Hanoi Street Food
Singapore & Penang Street Food
160 x 240 mm | 256 pages | paperback with flaps
English edition | +200 colour illustrations
ISBN: 9789401403696 | Price: € 24.99
June 2013
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Singapore & Penang Street Food

- Singapore and Penang have a lot in common both culinary and culturally. For centuries they
have been crossroads of ancient trade and immigration gave them a strong multicultural
personality.
-Beside five different Chinese cuisines, Singapore also offers Indian, Malaysian, Indonesian
and Thai street food dishes. In Penang you will find similar dishes but with a different touch,
a different interpretation. The range of regional varieties is furthermore endless.
-Singapore & Penang street food shows the authentic taste of delicious street food in
Malaysia and how the street food scene in Singapore has become more “food court”
nowadays. Regulated out of existence years ago, street food vendors moved into “hawker
centres” where even the most delicate stomachs have the opportunity to partake. Strict
safety and hygiene regulations make Singapore’s hawker food some of the safest “street
food” around, keeping high standards of tastiness and authenticity.
Tom Vandenberghe is a passionate traveller, he visited South-Asia several times and even
lived there for a while. He is an expert in Thai food an regularly organizes workshops. His
book Bangkok street food has won the prize ‘Best of the World 2011’ of the Gourmand
World Cookbook Awards.
Luk Thys is a well-known photographer, who has already illustrated a great deal of cookery
books for Lannoo.
Also available:
Bangkok Street Food
Hanoi Street Food
160 x 240 mm | 256 pages | paperback with flaps
English edition | +200 colour illustrations
ISBN: 9789401403672 | Price: € 24.99
March 2013
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Amsterdam Canals
Cris Toala Olivares

- Amsterdam Canals as they have never been captured before
- Discover the famous Amsterdam canals through the eyes of Ecuadorian photographer Cris
Yoala Olivares. He highlighted the characteristic places of this city from different angles. The
beautiful, historical houses, everyday life and the many tourists are captured through the
lens of this top photographer from the air, the ground and the water. The result is a
luxurious photography book.
- The photos in this book are the result of an assignment by National Geographic. The
Amsterdam Canals are part of the Unesco World Heritage. Olivares has taken pictures for
more than one year, on the occasion of the 400th birthday of the canals

Amsterdam based photographer Cris Toala Olivares (1982) travels around the world, chasing
his own stories and the world news. As a teenager he moved from Ecuador to the
Netherlands. With a photo of the tear gas attack by Israeli on Palestinean olive farmers , he
won the 'Zilveren Camera' (silver camera) in 2009. nowadays he works for international
media such as Reuters, National Geographic and der Spiegel
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